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Silicon Valley actuary Ann Smith is an expert at calculating probabilities, but lately the odds haven’t been in her favor.
Two years ago her fiancé died a week before their planned Christmas wedding, leaving Ann heartbroken and alone.
When a friend suggests heading up to Lake Tahoe for a long Christmas weekend of skiing, wine, and relaxation, Ann
thinks it might be just the thing to help get her life back on track. But Ann’s plans go awry when her friend cancels at the
last minute, and Ann ends up driving to Tahoe with Chase Deckert, a sexy snowboarder who pushes all her buttons.
Chase Deckert is a man who lives by his own rules. A few years ago his business partner betrayed him by selling out
their biomedical research for a quick profit. Chase left science far behind, and now spends his days snowboarding in
Tahoe, wanting nothing to do with the dog-eat-dog world of Silicon Valley. Chase has closed his mind and his heart and
only believes in one thing: fate. But fate seems to be in a giving mood, because joining him for Christmas is a brave,
beautiful woman who shows him the true meaning of the season and helps him rediscover a part of himself he’d long
forgotten. Fueled by the mountain scenery, the season, and their unbelievable chemistry, Ann and Chase end up
learning more about each other—and themselves—than they ever imagined possible. Can one long, steamy Christmas
help them realize they’re meant to be together? Or when the holiday is over will they be right back where they started?
Need a new notebook to write down your creative thoughts and ideas? Cute blank lined notebook is an ideal inexpensive
gift idea for any occasion. A great thank you, motivational, or appreciation present for teachers, fellow, father and mother.
Inspirational ruled journal diary makes a great gift idea for your boyfriend, girlfriend. Boss, co-workers or family members
will love this fashionable vintage look book cover. 110 Pages of High Quality Paper (55 Sheets) It Can Be Used as a
Notebook, Journal Diary, Planner or a Composition Book Paperback Notebook, Soft Matte Cover Perfect for Pencils, Ball
Pen, Gel Pen or Ink Great Size to Carry to Work in Office, School, or College Lectures Suitable for Taking Note, Doodle
Diaries, Writing Your Daily To Do Lists Perfect for Seasonal Project Tracker, Plan Checklist, Scrapbook Gag Gift Idea for
Any Special Occasion Festivals for Friend and Lover to Remember
Told with P. D. James's trademark suspense, insightful characterization, and riveting storytelling, The Children of Men is
a story of a world with no children and no future. The human race has become infertile, and the last generation to be born
is now adult. Civilization itself is crumbling as suicide and despair become commonplace. Oxford historian Theodore
Faron, apathetic toward a future without a future, spends most of his time reminiscing. Then he is approached by Julian,
a bright, attractive woman who wants him to help get her an audience with his cousin, the powerful Warden of England.
She and her band of unlikely revolutionaries may just awaken his desire to live . . . and they may also hold the key to
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survival for the human race.
All the students in the class are assigned reading buddies, except for Adelaide. She already has one, a bear! And Adelaide is quite
persuasive as she explains to her language arts teacher, Mrs. Fitz-Pea, and the reader, that bears really do make the best reading
buddies: they sniff out good books and their claws are just right for turning pages. And the bear looks rather friendly (and studious)
in these crayon-bright, contemporary illustrations, making this is must-read picture book for story time!
When Sarelle discovers Theo's love for Tasha is not all it seems, she breaks the love spell, even as she fears the consequences.
Dreaming with Theo again awakens old feelings, even as Devlin's possessiveness increases when Sar is discovered to be
pregnant. Influenced by her blood bond to Devlin and Danial, and her magical bond with Theo, Sar is determined to make the
relationship with her lovers work. But can Sar trust her heart fully, much less her own desires?
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book Award for Fiction A heartrending new novel from the
Pulitzer Prize–winning and #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most Anticipated Books of
2021 by Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, New York Magazine, Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed, BookPage, Goodreads, Literary Hub,
The Millions, New Statesman, and Times of London The astrobiologist Theo Byrne searches for life throughout the cosmos while
single-handedly raising his unusual nine-year-old, Robin, following the death of his wife. Robin is a warm, kind boy who spends
hours painting elaborate pictures of endangered animals. He’s also about to be expelled from third grade for smashing his friend
in the face. As his son grows more troubled, Theo hopes to keep him off psychoactive drugs. He learns of an experimental
neurofeedback treatment to bolster Robin’s emotional control, one that involves training the boy on the recorded patterns of his
mother’s brain… With its soaring descriptions of the natural world, its tantalizing vision of life beyond, and its account of a father
and son’s ferocious love, Bewilderment marks Richard Powers’s most intimate and moving novel. At its heart lies the question:
How can we tell our children the truth about this beautiful, imperiled planet?

This volume – which has come about through a collaborative venture between Dragos Gheorghiu (archaeologist and
professional visual artist) and Theodor Barth (anthropologist) – aims at expanding the field of archaeological research
with an anthropological understanding of practices that include artistic methods.
Theo Bear A5 Lined Notebook 110 PagesFunny Blank Journal For Wide Animal Nature Lover Zoo Relative Family Baby
First Last Name. Unique Student Teacher Scrapbook/ Composition Great For Home School Writing
Adelaide loves writing. Bear loves writing. But Theo does NOT love writing. Thankfully, Adelaide and Bear are ready to
team up and persuade the entire class, including Mrs. Fitz-Pea, that Bears make the best writing buddies. After all, who
better to teach you how to fish and forage for new ideas than a bear? This third picture book in Carmen Oliver's Bears
Make the Best...series is sure to encourage even the most reluctant writer to write a story.
This fun, fact-filled book is sure to be a hit with young adventurers everywhere. Readers learn all about different species of bears, including
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polar bears, panda bears, and spectacled bears. Vivid photographs and helpful fact boxes support the text as readers learn about bear
anatomy, behavior, habitat, and diet. Puzzles, activities, jokes, and a retelling of Goldilocks and the Three Bears will keep readers’ attention
and spark their interest to learn even more.
SINCERE desire to extend the influence of pure and ornamental art — to promote a correct appreciation of what is really beautiful in the arts of
design — to awaken in the people of the United States a quicker sense of the grace and elegance of which familiar objects are capable — and
to encourage our manufacturers by placing before them the productions of European taste and skill, has influenced the preparation of the
Illustrated Record.
A hilarious chase through academe and across countries from renowned author Michael Malone.
A Hermits Secret tells the story of a lifelong friendship that forms between a mysterious hermit and a high school boy. The hermit, who
appears in a rural community of southern Greece with only a guitar, is a total enigma to the local inhabitants. No one knows who he is, or
where he has come from. Even his name is shrouded in mystery. He appears to be well-educated and behaves as if he is of noble birth;
because he is always instrumental in resolving disputes among local people, he acquires the name Nestor. He befriends a local high school
boy, TheovulosTheo for shortwho wants to know the real truth about the world around him. Much later, as an adult living in Chicago, Theo
receives a message from Nestor via his cousin in Greece that he is close to death and wants to see Theo before his life ends. Within three
days, Theo is on his way to Greece and his final meeting with Nestor, curious but determined. His old friend has summoned Theo to his
deathbed not only for comfort, but to involve him in a mystery that will soon reveal the old hermits secrets and change Theos life forever.
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